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Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture via zastava spaces
By Alexander Braverman at Ontario, Michael Finkelberg at Moscow and

Hiraku Nakajima at Chiba

Abstract. We deduce the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture on the multiplicities of simple
modules over a simple complex Lie algebra in Verma modules in category O from the equivari-
ant geometric Satake correspondence and the analysis of torus fixed points in zastava spaces.
We make similar speculations for the affine Lie algebras and W-algebras.

1. Introduction

1.1. The setup: Simple version. Let Z be a scheme of finite type over C and let F

be a pure complex of constructible sheaves on Z (i.e. the constructible part of data of a pure
complex of Hodge D-modules). In particular, F is semi-simple.

Assume that some torus T acts on Z and that F is T -equivariant. Moreover, we shall
assume thatZ is conical in the following sense: there exists a cocharacter C� ! T and a point
z0 2 Z such that the corresponding action of C� on Z extends to a morphism A1 �Z ! Z

sending ¹0º �Z to z0.
Let us set U D Ext�T .F ;F /, where the right-hand side stands for Ext in the T -equivar-

iant derived category. This is an associative algebra over C. In Section 2 we suggest a formalism
that allows to study representation theory of U in a geometric way. In the rest of the paper we
explain how to apply this formalism in order to reprove the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture for
category O of representations of semi-simple Lie algebras (and their affine generalizations).

Let us first give a brief outline of the contents of Section 2 (and later we shall give a sketch
explaining how to apply this to study representations of simple Lie algebras).

1.2. Specialization of the central character and hyperbolic restriction. We have the
obvious homomorphism H�T .pt;C/! U whose image lies in the center. The assumption that
F is pure together with the assumption that Z is conical implies that this map is injective.
For simplicity of the discussion let us assume that U is free over H�T .pt;C/ (we are going
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to relax this assumption a little later). For any x 2 t D Spec.H�T .pt;C// let us denote by Ux

the corresponding specialization of U. This is a finite-dimensional associative algebra. Any
irreducible representation of U factors through Ux for some x. Thus in order to proceed we
need to realize Ux geometrically.

Let Tx be the subtorus of T generated by x. Then we can consider the functor of hyper-
bolic restriction ˆx WDbT .Z/! DbT .Z

Tx / (here DbT .Z/ stands for the derived category of
T -equivariant constructible sheaves on Z) – we recall the definition of ˆx in Section 2.2.
Let Fx D ˆx.F /. We explain in Section 2 that under the above assumptions we get a nat-
ural morphism Ux ! Ext.Fx;Fx/ (note that in the right-hand side we deal with usual (i.e.
non-equivariant) Ext’s). We do not have any general way to guarantee that this map is an iso-
morphism but often it is (one such instance is recalled in Section 2.1). However, if we assume
that this map is an isomorphism, we can do the following:

(1) Classify geometrically irreducible representations of Ux;

(2) Construct geometrically certain modules over Ux that we call standard and costandard
modules.

(3) Compute geometrically the multiplicities of simple modules in standard (or costandard)
ones.

Namely, the complex Fx is semi-simple. Let us assume that there exists a stratification

ZTx D
G
w2Wx

ZTx
w

such that Fx is constructible with respect to the above stratification (here Wx is some finite
index set). Thus Fx is isomorphic to a direct sum of the formM

w2Wx ; �2Irr.�1.Z
Tx
w //

Fx;w;� ˝ Lx;w;� ;

where Fx;w;� is the simple perverse sheaf on ZTx which is equal to the Goresky–MacPherson
extension of the irreducible local system on ZTx

w given by � , and Lx;w;� is a (graded) vector
space. It is easy to see that every Lx;w;� acquires a natural action of Ux such that:

(a) This action is irreducible.

(b) The assignment .w; �/ 7! Lx;w;� is a bijection between pairs .w; �/ such that Lx;w;� is
non-zero, and isomorphism classes of simple modules over Ux .

Moreover, for every w 2 Wx let iw be the embedding of some point of ZTx
w into ZTx . Define

the standard module�x;w;� as the � -part of i ŠwFx (similarly, we define the costandard module
rx;w;� as the � -part of i�wFx).

Assume for example, that all Lx;w;� and �x;w;� are equal to 0 unless � is trivial (in this
case we shall omit � from the notation). Then it follows from the above that the multiplicity
of Lx;w in �x;w 0 is equal to the total dimension of i Šw 0Fx;w .

This framework is similar to one used for Kazhdan–Lusztig type character formula in
other contexts, e.g., [18, 24, 30, 32, 33, 36]. In these cases, F D ��C�Z , where � W �Z ! Z is
a proper T -equivariant morphism with �Z smooth, or F with some vanishing cohomology
assumptions ([30]). Our new point is to use the hyperbolic restriction functor ˆx in order to
drop the existence of � W �Z ! Z or the vanishing assumptions. See Section 2 for more detail.
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1.3. Zastava spaces. We would like to apply the above analysis to the case when U

is some close relative of the universal enveloping algebra of a simple Lie algebra over C. Of
course, the latter is of infinite rank over its center, so the above formalism cannot be applied
literally. However, we can extend the formalism in the following way: we can replace Z by an
ind-schemeZ D lim

�!
Zi , where eachZi is finite-dimensional and the limit is taken with respect

to closed T -equivariant embeddings. Also we assume that the sheaf F is of the form
L

Fi ,
where each Fi is supported on Zi . In this case for a finitely generated algebra U we can only
expect an injective map U! Ext.F ;F / (which can become an isomorphism after certain
completion). The definitions of Lx;w and �x;w still make sense, and if we assume that every
Lx;w is simple (together with some additional assumptions, cf. Section 2.6 for the details), in
this case we get a similar formula for the multiplicity of Lx;w in every �x;w 0 .

Let us discuss which Z we want to work with. Let G be an almost simple simply con-
nected algebraic group over C with Lie algebra g. Letƒ be its coroot lattice; we denote byƒC
the sub-semigroup consisting of sums of positive coroots. For every ˛ 2 ƒC we can consider
the scheme Z˛ of based quasi-maps from P1 to the flag variety B of G of degree ˛ (we recall
the definition in Section 3). This is an affine scheme over C acted on by the torus T D T �C�,
where T is a maximal torus of G (here T acts on B and C� acts on P1). For every ˛ � ˇ we
have a natural closed T -equivariant embeddingZˇ ,! Z˛ (given by “adding defect at 0”) and
we denote by Z the corresponding ind-scheme; we also let

F D
M
˛2ƒC

F ˛;

where F ˛ is the IC-sheaf of Z˛.

1.4. The universal enveloping algebra and its relatives. Let us now discuss which
algebra U we want to work with. Let g_ denote the Langlands dual Lie algebra. Let U.g_/
be its universal enveloping algebra and let U„.g_/ be its “renormalized” version. By definition
U„.g

_/ is a graded CŒ„�-algebra generated by the linear subspace g_ with relations

XY � YX D „ŒX; Y � for X; Y 2 g_;

the grading is defined in such a way that deg.X/ D deg.„/ D 2 for X 2 g_.
Let Z„.g

_/ denote the center of U„.g_/. It follows from the Harish-Chandra homomor-
phism that the center Z„.g

_/ is naturally isomorphic to S„.t�/W ' S.t�/W (here as before
t D t˚C denotes the Lie algebra of T ).1) We now set

U D U„.g
_/ ˝

Z„.g_/
S.t�/:

Note that the center of U is S.t�/ and for any x 2 t of the form .�; n/ with � 2 t and
n 2 C; n ¤ 0, the specialization Ux of U at x is naturally isomorphic to the specialization
of U.g_/ at � WD n�1�. Hence any Ux-module can be regarded as a g_-module with central
character �.

1) In what follows we shall always treat S.t�/ as a graded algebra with generators having degree 2; in this
way we can identity S„.t�/ with S.t�/ as graded algebras.
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1.5. What is actually done in this paper. The main results of this paper can be sum-
marized as follows:

(1) In Section 2 we develop carefully the abstract formalism discussed in Section 1.1 and
Section 1.2.

(2) In Section 5 we construct an (injective) homomorphism U! Ext.F ;F /, satisfying
some natural properties (cf. Theorem 3.1). The construction is an easy corollary of the
derived Satake equivalence (that we also recall in Section 5).

(3) In Section 4 we compute the fixed point schemes ZTx with the corresponding stratifi-
cations. Here x is an element of Spec.H�T .pt//, i.e. it is a pair .�; n/ where � 2 t and
n 2 C. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when n 2 Z>0, � is integral and
the ratio � D �

n
is dominant (i.e. it is a dominant rational weight). In this case the scheme

ZTx is always finite-dimensional, and in fact it can be identified with the open Bruhat
cell in some partial flag variety of a certain (endoscopic) reductive subgroup of G (the
choice of this flag variety is dictated by integrality properties of �); moreover, the cor-
responding stratification comes from certain (opposite) parabolic Schubert stratification
of the above flag variety (the type of the parabolic is determined by regularity properties
of �).

(4) In Section 6 we compute the corresponding standard and co-standard modules �x;w and
rx;w and identify them with Verma and dual Verma modules for the Lie algebra g_ with
appropriate highest weights. As a byproduct it follows that the modules Lx;w are the cor-
responding simple modules in category O for g_. Together with the fixed points analysis
discussed in (3) above this implies the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture (formally, we do it
only for rational central characters, but the generalization to arbitrary central character is
straightforward – we do not perform it in this paper in order not to overload the reader
with cumbersome notation). In fact, we prove the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture in the
formulation that is “Koszul dual” to the usual one (cf. Section 4.11), but the two formula-
tions are known to be equivalent. Note also that the formulation of the Kazhdan–Lusztig
conjecture usually has to be adjusted to the integrality and regularity properties of the
central character – here we get it algorithmically from the fixed points analysis discussed
above.

(5) In Sections 7 and 8 we discuss a generalization of the above to the case of affine Lie alge-
bras (and also the corresponding W-algebras). In this case, one can define the affine zas-
tava spaces and perform similar fixed points analysis. Unfortunately, the derived Satake
equivalence is not available in the affine case, so our construction of the homomor-
phism U! Ext.F ;F / does not work in the affine case. However, we believe that this
homomorphism can also be defined directly (by explicitly describing the images of the
Chevalley generators) and such a definition should go through in the affine case; we
postpone this for another publication. Assuming that the above homomorphism can be
constructed, we can again reprove the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture in the affine case.
One nice feature of this approach is that it treats the cases of representations of affine Lie
algebras of positive, negative and critical level uniformly (one just has to compute the
fixed point schemes ZTx as above with the natural stratification). Similarly, in this way
we can potentially reprove the version of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture for W-algebras
(proved earlier by Arakawa).
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2. Abstract formalism

In this section we keep the notations of Section 1.1. We first would like to discuss
carefully how to realize the algebra Ux geometrically (for some x 2 t).

2.1. Specialization of the central character: The easy case. Let us first discuss a fam-
iliar example. Assume that we are given a proper T -equivariant morphism � W �Z ! Z with�Z smooth. Moreover, let us assume that F D ��C�Z . In this case Ux admits the following
description.

Let Tx be the subtorus in T defined as the Zariski closure of exp.tx/ for all t 2 C.
Then we can consider the fixed point sets �ZTx and ZTx . There is a natural proper morphism
�x W �ZTx ! ZTx . Let �Fx D .�x/�C. The following result is contained in [18, Chapter 8]:

Lemma 2.1. Assume that �Z �Z �Z has an algebraic cell decomposition. Then the alge-
bra U is free over H�T .pt;C/ and the algebra Ux D Ext�.�Fx; �Fx/.

Let us continue to work under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1.
The complex �Fx is semi-simple. Let us assume that there exists a stratification

ZTx D
G
w2Wx

ZTx
w

such that �Fx is constructible with respect to the above stratification (here Wx is some finite
index set). Thus �Fx is isomorphic to the direct sum of the formM

w2Wx ; �2Irr.�1.Z
Tx
w //

Fx;w;� ˝ Lx;w;� ;

where Fx;w;� is the simple perverse sheaf on ZTx which is equal to the Goresky–MacPherson
extension of the irreducible local system on ZTx

w given by � , and Lx;w;� is a graded vector
space.

It now follows easily that each Lx;w;� (with grading disregarded) is an irreducible repre-
sentation of Ext�.�Fx; �Fx/ and each irreducible representation of Ext�.�Fx; �Fx/ appears in this
way exactly once. See [18, Chapter 8]. So from Lemma 2.1 we get a complete classification of
irreducible Ux-modules.

2.2. Digression on hyperbolic restriction. We would like to extend the above con-
struction to more general F . For this we first need to recall some well-known facts about the
notion of hyperbolic restriction.

Let Z and T be as above. Let A � T be a subtorus and ZA denote the fixed point set.
Let X�.A/ be the lattice of cocharacters of A. It is a free Z-module. Let

(2.2) aR D X�.A/˝Z R:
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Let Stabz � A be the stabilizer subgroup of a point z 2 Z. A chamber C is a connected
component of

(2.3) aR n
[

z2ZnZA

X�.Stabz/˝Z R:

We fix a chamber C. Choose a cocharacter � in C. Let z 2 ZA. We introduce attracting
and repelling sets:

Az D ¹y 2 Z W the map t 7! �.t/.y/ extends to a map A1 ! Z with 0 7! zº;(2.4)

Rz D ¹y 2 Z W the map t 7! �.t�1/.y/ extends to a map A1 ! Z with 0 7! zº:

These are locally closed subvarieties of Z, and independent of the choice of � 2 C. Similarly
we can define AZ , RZ if we do not fix the point z as above. These are closed subvarieties of
Z if we assume that Z is affine; from now on we shall assume that this is the case. Note that
ZA is a closed subvariety of both AZ and RZ ; in addition we have the natural morphisms
AZ ! ZA and RZ ! ZA.

Let us now choose a chamber in aR, and consider the diagram

(2.5) ZA
p

�
i

AZ

j
�! Z;

where i , j are embeddings, and p is defined by p.y/ D limt!0 �.t/y.
We consider Braden’s hyperbolic restriction functor [10] (see also [19]) defined by

ˆ D i�j Š:

Theorem 2.6 ([10, 19]). We have a canonical isomorphism

(2.7) i�j Š Š i Š�j
�
�

on weakly A-equivariant objects, where i�, j� are defined as in (2.5) for RZ instead of AZ .

Braden proved this theorem for a normal algebraic variety. In general this result is proved
in [19, Theorem 3.1.6].

Note also that i� and p� are isomorphic on weakly equivariant objects, we have

ˆ D p�j
Š:

(See [10, (1)].)

2.3. Localization theorem. (See for instance [16, Chapter 3] and references therein.)
Let F, G 2 DbT .Z/ and let 'WY ,! Z be the embedding of a closed T -invariant subset of Z
which contains ZT . Then

ExtT .F;G/! ExtT .'ŠF; 'ŠG/;(2.8)

ExtT .F;G/! ExtT .'�F; '�G/(2.9)

are isomorphisms after inverting an appropriate element f of S.t�/. Moreover, the zeros of
f are located on the corresponding walls. More precisely, if f .x/ D 0, then ZT ¤ ZTx . In
particular, if ZT D ZTx , then the above maps are isomorphisms in a neighborhood of x. In
particular, this is true for any x such that T D Tx .
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Let F 2 DbT .Z/. The homomorphism

(2.10) H�T .Z
A; i�j ŠF/ Š H�T .Z

A; p�j
ŠF/ D H�T .AZ ; j

ŠF/! H�T .Z;F/

becomes an isomorphism after inverting a certain element by the above localization theorem,
applied to the pair AZ � Z.

We also have two naive restrictions

(2.11) H�T .Z
A; .j ı i/ŠF/; H�T .Z

A; .j ı i/�F/:

For the first one, we have a homomorphism to the hyperbolic restriction

(2.12) H�T .Z
A; .j ı i/ŠF/! H�T .Z

A; i�j ŠF/;

which factors through H�T .AZ ; j
ŠF/. Then it also becomes an isomorphism after inverting an

element.
The second one in (2.11) fits into a commutative diagram

(2.13) H�T .Z
A; i�j ŠF/ // H�T .Z

A; .j ı i/�F/

H�T .AZ ; j
ŠF/

OO

// H�T .AZ ; j
�F/.

OO

Two vertical arrows are isomorphisms after inverting an element f . The lower horizontal
homomorphism factors through H�T .Z;F/ and the resulting two homomorphisms are isomor-
phisms after inverting an element, which we may assume equal to f . Therefore the upper arrow
is also an isomorphism after inverting f .

2.4. Specialization of the central character: The general case. Let us apply the above
construction to the case when A D Tx . We denote by tx the Lie algebra of Tx . It is clear that
x 2 a does not lie on any of the walls. Thus we have a canonical choice of chamber: the
one which contains x. We let ˆx WDbT .Z/! DbT .Z

Tx / denote the corresponding hyperbolic
restriction functor.

We now set Fx D ˆx.F /. Note that even in the case when F D ��C�Z for some �Z we
do not claim that Fx is the same as �Fx (although there are many interesting cases when it is
indeed the case, cf. [34]).

Lemma 2.14. There is a natural homomorphism Ux ! Ext.Fx;Fx/.

Proof. We view Fx as an object of the equivariant derived category and we have a nat-
ural homomorphism

U˝S.t�/ S.t
�
x/! ExtTx .Fx;Fx/:

On the other hand, we have (a non-canonical) isomorphism

ExtTx .Fx;Fx/ ' Ext.Fx;Fx/˝ S.t�x/

since Fx is pure (due to our standing assumption of purity of F and the fact that the hyperbolic
restriction preserves purity). Indeed, by definition,

ExtTx .Fx;Fx/ D ExtBZTx .BFx; BFx/;
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where BZTx is the classifying space ZTx
Tx
� ETx D ZTx � BTx , and BFx ' Fx �CBTx

due to purity of Fx (this follows from the fact, that the purity of Fx implies that it is a semi-
simple complex, i.e. as an object of the derived category of Tx-equivariant sheaves on ZTx

it is isomorphic to the direct sum of the form
L
i Gi Œi �, where every Gi is a Tx-equivariant

perverse sheaf ZTx ; on the other hand, it is known that for perverse sheaves equivariance with
respect to a connected group is a property rather than a structure – i.e. it is (canonically) unique
if it exists. In particular, since Tx acts trivially onZTx , it follows that for every Tx-equivariant
perverse sheaf G on ZTx we have a canonical isomorphism BG D G �CBTx . Note that the
isomorphism BFx ' Fx �CBTx might still be not canonical, since the decomposition of Fx
into a direct sum of shifted perverse sheaves is not canonical). Thus,

ExtBZTx .BFx; BFx/ ' ExtZTx .Fx;Fx/˝H
�.BTx;C/

D ExtZTx .Fx;Fx/˝ S.t
�
x/:

Hence we get a homomorphism

U˝S.t�/ S.t
�
x/! Ext.Fx;Fx/˝ S.t�x/:

Because x 2 tx , we can specialize the above homomorphism and we get a homomorphism
Ux ! Ext.Fx;Fx/.

We shall say that x is very good if the map Ux ! Ext.Fx;Fx/ is an isomorphism.
Unfortunately, we do not have any general criterion to decide when an element x is very

good. Let us assume, however, that it is the case. Then the analysis of Section 2.1 goes through
(with �Fx replaced by Fx). In particular (changing slightly the notation), we can now write

(2.15) Fx D
M

w2Wx ; �2Irr.�1.Z
Tx
w //

Fx;w;� ˝ Lx;w;� :

Then the irreducible representations of Ux are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs .w; �/
for whichLx;w;� ¤ 0 and the corresponding irreducible representations are realized inLx;w;� .

We say that x is good (but not necessarily very good) if every Lx;w;� is an irreducible
module over Ux and Lx;w;� is isomorphic to Lx;w 0;� 0 if and only if w D w0; � D � 0.

2.5. Standard and co-standard modules. For any (not necessarily good or very good)
x and for any .w; �/ as in Section 2.4 we can define two modules�x;w;� and rx;w;� over Ux

in the following way. Let ix;w W pt! Z
Tx
w be the embedding of (any) point into ZTx

w . Then we
set

(2.16) �x;w;� D Hom
�1.Z

Tx
w /

.�; i Šx;wFx/; rx;w;� D Hom
�1.Z

Tx
w /

.�; i�x;wFx/

(here we regard i Šx;wFx and i�x;wFx just as vector spaces (or rather modules over the funda-
mental group of the corresponding stratum), i.e. we ignore the grading). We shall call �x;w;�
the standard module corresponding to .x; w; �/. Similarly, we shall call rx;w;� the costandard
module corresponding to .x; w; �/.

The canonical morphism of functors i Šx;w ! i�x;w gives rise to a homomorphism

�x;w;� W�x;w;� ! rx;w;�

of Ux-modules. The image of �x;w;� is naturally isomorphic to Lx;w;� .
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Let us now define a partial order on Wx by setting w1 � w2 if ZTx
w1 lies in the closure

ofZTx
w2 . Also, for simplicity, let us assume that�x;w;� D rx;w;� D 0 unless � has finite image

(later on we shall even assume that only trivial � appears). Then we claim that�x;w;� has a fil-
tration with terms corresponding to pairs .w0; � 0/ with w0 � w and with successive quotients
being isomorphic to direct sums of dim Hom�1.ZTx

w /.�; i
Š
x;wFx;w 0;� 0/ copies of Lx;w 0;� 0 (sim-

ilarly for rx;w;� with i Šx;w replaced by i�x;w ). Let us stress that here what we mean by the
number dim Hom�1.ZTx

w /.�; i
Š
x;wFx;w 0;� 0/ is just the sum of dimensions of all cohomology

spaces of the complex Hom�1.ZTx
w /.�; i

Š
x;wFx;w 0;� 0/ (and not its Euler characteristics).

In particular, assume that x is good and that �x;w;� D 0 unless � is trivial (in particular,
it implies that only trivial representations � appear in (2.15)). In this case we shall omit � from
the notation. Then we see that the multiplicity of the irreducible module Lx;w 0 in a standard
module �x;w is equal to dim i Šx;wFx;w 0 and any simple subquotient of �x;w is isomorphic to
some Lx;w 0 . Moreover, in this case Fx;w 0 is the IC-sheaf of the closure of ZTx

w 0 .

2.6. The ind-scheme version. In what follows we need a slight generalization of the
above formalism. Namely, let us assume that Z is an ind-scheme of ind-finite type over C.
That means that Z is the direct limits of schemes Z˛ of finite type over C. We allow F to be
any pure ind-finite complex. In other words, F is the direct sum of complexes F ˛ where all
F ˛ are pure (of the same weight) and the support of F ˛ lies in Z˛.

In this case, the algebra Ext�T .F ;F /might be too big, so we shall just assume that we are
given a subalgebra U of Ext�T .F ;F / containing S.t�/ which is free over it. Then we can still
define Fx as ˆx.F / and we still get a homomorphism Ux ! Ext�.Fx;Fx/ and the analysis
of the previous subsections goes through (although the modules �x;w;� ;rx;w;� and Lx;w;�
might become infinite-dimensional). Recall the definition of a good rational element x 2 t�

from the end of Section 2.4. In the present ind-scheme case we additionally require that

(a) ZTx is a scheme of finite type over C (i.e. the limit lim
!
.Z˛/Tx stabilizes).

In particular, if x is good, then the set Wx is finite. Assuming again that all �x;w;� are 0 when
� is non-trivial we see that in this case we have the following:

(i) Each �x;w has finite length.

(ii) The only simple constituents of �x;w are of the form Lx;w 0 for some w0 � w.

(iii) The multiplicity of Lx;w 0 in �x;w is equal to dim i Šx;w IC.ZTx
w 0 /.

2.7. Another definition of standard and costandard modules. Let x;w be as above
and let z 2 ZTx

w ; we shall denote by sx;w the embedding of the point z into Z.2) To simplify
the discussion, we shall again assume that �x;w;� D rx;w;� D 0 if � is non-trivial. Consider
now sŠx;wF and s�x;wF as objects of DTx .pt/. The algebra U˝S.t�/ S.t

�
x/ then naturally

maps to Ext�Tx .s
Š
x;wF ; sŠx;wF / and to Ext�Tx .s

�
x;wF ; s�x;wF /. Hence U˝S.t�/ S.t

�
x/ acts on

H�Tx .s
Š
x;wF / and H�Tx .s

�
x;wF /.

Lemma 2.17. We have natural isomorphisms of Ux-modules

�x;w ' .H
�
Tx
.sŠx;wF //x; rx;w ' .H

�
Tx
.s�x;wF //x :

Here the subscript x stands for the specialization at x with respect to the action of S.t�x/.
2) Recall that we denote by ix;w the embedding of z into ZTx

w .
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Proof. We prove the lemma for �x;w (the proof for rx;w is completely analogous). By
the definition we have

�x;w D .H
�
Tx
.i Šx;wFx//x :

Let Ax � Z denote the corresponding attracting set and let jx WAx ! Z, ix WZTx ! Ax be
the corresponding embeddings. Since Fx D i

�
x j

Š
xF , we get a natural map .ix ı jx/ŠF ! Fx .

This is a map of objects of the equivariant derived categoryDTx .Z
Tx /. Hence we get a canon-

ical map sŠx;wF ! i Šx;wFx of objects of DTx .¹zº/. Applying the functor H�Tx we get a mor-
phism

(2.18) H�Tx .s
Š
x;wF /! H�Tx .i

Š
x;wFx/:

Since the construction of the map (2.18) was completely canonical, it commutes with the action
of U on both sides. The algebra S.t�x/ acts on both sides and it is enough now to check that this
map becomes an isomorphism after tensoring both sides with the field of fractions of S.t�x/,
i.e. it is an isomorphism at the generic point of t�x . Moreover, it is an isomorphism in a neigh-
borhood of x 2 tx . This follows from Section 2.3 and [25, (6.2)]: the localization isomorphism
holds true away from the union of Lie algebras of stabilizers in T of points z 2 Z nZTx , but
x generates Tx .

3. Zastava spaces and enveloping algebras: Statements and
fixed points analysis

3.1. Notation. Let G be an almost simple simply connected algebraic group over C.
We denote by B the flag variety of G. Let us also fix a pair of opposite Borel subgroups B , B�
whose intersection is a maximal torus T (thus we have B D G=B D G=B�). We denote by g

the Lie algebra of G and by t, b, b� the Lie algebras of T , B , B� respectively.
Letƒ denote the cocharacter lattice of T ; sinceG is assumed to be simply connected, this

is also the coroot lattice of G. We denote by ƒC � ƒ the sub-semigroup spanned by positive
coroots. We say that ˛ � ˇ (for ˛; ˇ 2 ƒ) if ˛ � ˇ 2 ƒC. We also let � denote the half-sum
of the positive coroots of g.

It is well known thatH2.B;Z/ D ƒ and that an element ˛ 2 H2.B;Z/ is representable
by an algebraic curve if and only if ˛ 2 ƒC.

Let g_ denote the Langlands dual Lie algebra of g. It contains t� as its Cartan subalgebra.
For any � 2 t we denote by M.�/ the Verma module over g_ with highest weight �; we also
denote by ıM.�/ the corresponding dual Verma module. There is a unique (up to scalar) non-
zero map M.�/! ıM.�/. Its image is an irreducible g_-module L.�/.

3.2. The stack BunB and quasi-maps. Let C be a smooth projective curve (later we
are going to take C D P1). Then we can consider the stack BunG of principalG-bundles on C
and the stack BunB of principal B-bundles. The stack BunB is disconnected; its connected
components are in one-to-one correspondence with ƒ. For any � 2 ƒ we shall denote the
corresponding connected component by Bun�B .

We have a natural map BunB ! BunG which is representable but not proper even when
restricted to each Bun�B . For each � we can define certain canonical relative compactification
Bun�B ! BunG of the map Bun�B ! BunG . Set also BunB D

S
�2ƒ Bun�B (cf. [17] or [11] for
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an expository review of the subject). A C-point of BunB consists of the following data:

(1) A G-bundle PG .

(2) T -bundle PT .

(3) For any dominant weight �_ of G an injective map of coherent sheaves

��
_

WP �_

T ! P
V.�_/
G :

Here V.�_/ denotes the irreducible representation of G with highest weight �_, P
V.�_/
G

is the vector bundle on C associated with PG via V.�_/ and P �_

T is the corresponding
line bundle.

These data must satisfy the following conditions: for any two dominant weight �_; �_

we have ��
_C�_ D ��

_

˝ ��
_

(this makes sense since V.�_ C �_/ is naturally a submodule
of V.�_/˝ V.�_/).

Consider the map Spec.C/! BunG which corresponds to the trivial G-bundle on the
curve C and let � 2 ƒ. Note that the cartesian product Bun�B �BunG Spec.C/ is just the space
of maps C ! B of degree � . Then we define the space of quasi-maps C ! B of degree � as
Bun�B �BunG Spec.C/.

3.3. Zastava spaces. Let VZ˛ denote the space of maps P1 ! B of degree ˛ sending
1 2 P1 to b� 2 B. It is known [20] that this is a smooth symplectic affine algebraic variety.

We denote by Z˛ the corresponding space of based quasi-maps of degree ˛ (i.e. quasi-
maps of degree ˛ which have no defect at 1 and such that the corresponding map sends 1
to b�). This is an affine algebraic variety. It has a natural action of the groupB and a commuting
action of C� (the former acts on B preserving B and the latter on P1 preserving 1). In
particular, it has an action of the torus T WD T �C�.

Given ˛; ˇ 2 ƒC such that ˛ � ˇ, we have a natural T -equivariant closed embedding
Zˇ ! Z˛ (it is called “adding defect at 0”). We denote by Z the inductive limit of the
spaces Z˛ with respect to this embedding. It is an ind-scheme endowed with an action of T .

3.4. The setup. Let us recall some notation already introduced in the Introduction. Set
F ˛ D IC.Z˛/ and F D

L
˛2ƒC

F ˛. We want to use the formalism of Section 2.6 for the
pair .Z;F /. For this we need to describe the algebra U.

Let U„.g_/ be the normalized universal enveloping algebra and let Z„.g
_/ be its center.

We then set
U D U„.g

_/ �Z„.g_/ S.t
�/

as in Section 1.4.
We are now ready to formulate the first main result of this paper:

Theorem 3.1. There exists a homomorphism of graded algebras �WU! Ext�T .F ;F /
that satisfies the following properties:

(1) The map � is injective.

(2) Let � 2 ƒ and let U� be the part of U of weight � . Then

�.U� / �
Y
˛2ƒC

ExtT .IC.Z˛/; IC.Z˛C� //:
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(3) Let x 2 t be of the form .�; n/ where � 2 ƒ; n 2 N. Then such x is good in the sense
of Section 2.6.

(4) For any x as above the modules �x;w;� and rx;w;� can only be non-zero if � is trivial.

(5) For x as above set � D n�1�. Assume in addition that � is integral, regular and dom-
inant. Then the set Wx is just the Weyl group W of g. Moreover, in this case for any
w 2 W we have �x;w 'M.w.�/ � �/ and rx;w ' ıM.w.�/ � �/. More generally,
for any integral dominant � the set Wx can naturally be identified with W=StabW .�/,
where StabW .�/ denotes the stabilizer of � in W , and the same description of standard
and costandard modules holds true.

(6) Let x D .�; n/, where � 2 ƒ. Assume that � D n�1� is regular and dominant (in the
sense that h˛_; �i 62 �N for any ˛_ 2 R_C). Let �W denote the subgroup of W consist-
ing of all w 2 W such that � � w.�/ 2 ƒ. Then the set Wx is equal to �W . Moreover,
for any w 2 �W we have �x;w 'M.w.�/ � �/ and rx;w ' ıM.w.�/ � �/. Similar
statement holds in the case when � is not necessarily regular (we shall not formulate it
here in order not to overload the reader with notations). The appropriate choice of Wx
in the most general case is spelled out in Section 4.10.

The proof will occupy Sections 4–6.

4. Fixed points on zastava

In this section we want to explain how Theorem 3.1 implies the Kazhdan–Lusztig con-
jecture using the formalism of Section 2.

4.1. Integral case: The setup. For a coweight � 2 ƒ consider a one-parametric sub-
group T� WD ¹.�.c/; c/; c 2 C�º � T (the graph of �). Recall that the torus T acts on the
zastava space Z˛. We are interested in the fixed point set .Z˛/T� . In principle, the case of � is
dominant is of principal importance to us, but for the sake of completeness and for future appli-
cations we shall treat the non-dominant case too. Recall that VZ˛ � Z˛ stands for the moduli
space of degree ˛ based maps from P1 to the flag variety B. The T -fixed points in B are num-
bered by the Weyl groupW so that the neutral element e 2 W corresponds to b� 2 B, and the
longest element w0 2 W corresponds to b 2 B. We denote the orbit U� � w WD RadB� � w
(resp. U � w WD RadB � w) by Bw (resp. Bw ). The intersection Bw

y WD Bw \By is non-
empty if and only if w � y. By a slight abuse of notation, we will denote the intersection
of By with the Schubert variety Bw by Bw

y .
For a subset J � I of simple roots we denote by LJ the corresponding Levi subgroup

(so that L; D T ). We denote by WJ the parabolic subgroup of W generated by the simple
reflections in J . The corresponding generalized flag variety G=PJ is denoted JB, and the flag
variety of LJ is denoted JB. We have a natural projection JB

�J
 �� B with a fiber JB. The

T -fixed points in JB are numbered by the right cosets W=WJ DW W J . As above, we have
U˙-orbits, their intersections and closures JBw

y and so on. Note that the open cell JBe is the
orbit of �J .b�/ under the free action of the unipotent radical JU WD RadPJ .

4.2. Regular dominant case. First let � be regular dominant.
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Lemma 4.1. If there isw 2 W such that ��w� D ˛, then . VZ˛/T� ' Bw \Be. Other-
wise, . VZ˛/T� is empty.

Proof. Take a point z 2 Be D U � b� (the big Schubert cell centered at b� 2 B in
the flag variety). Consider a map C� ! B, c 7! �.c�1/ � z. It extends uniquely to a map
C� � P1

�z
�! B. Clearly, �z is T�-invariant, and �z.1/ D b� (since �.C�/ contracts U � b�

to b�). Conversely, given a T�-invariant map �WP1 ! B such that �.1/ D b�, we set

z� WD �.1/ 2 U � b�:

Clearly, �.0/ is a �.C�/-fixed point (equivalently, T -fixed point) w 2 W � B. The
argument in the proof of [12, Lemma 5.3] shows that deg� D � � w� 2 ƒC D NŒI �. Finally,
for � D �z , we have �.0/ D w if and only if z 2 Bw .

We now want to study the fixed points of T� in Z˛. In what follows .Z˛/T� will always
denote the corresponding reduced scheme.

Corollary 4.2. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

wW��w��˛

Bw
e

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of B) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety

S
wW��w��˛ Bw

e of B is irreducible (in
particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above morphism is an isomor-
phism.3)

Proof. A T�-invariant based quasimap can have a defect only at 0 2 P1. So the evalu-
ation at 1 2 P1 is a well-defined morphism pW .Z˛/T� ! B. The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows
that the image of p coincides with

S
wW��w��˛ Bw

e , and p is bijective onto its image. For ˛
such that

S
wW��w��˛ Bw

e is irreducible (and hence open in a Schubert variety By for some
y 2 W ), the normality of By and reducedness of .Z˛/T� finishes the proof.

Corollary 4.3. The (reduced) scheme ZT� is isomorphic to Be. The stratification in-
duced on Be by the standard stratification on Z is that by the subvarieties Bw

e . In particular,
this proves the first assertion of part (4) of Theorem 3.1.

4.3. Regular non-dominant case. Now let � be regular, and let y 2 W be such that
�0 WD y�1� is (regular) dominant.

Proposition 4.4. There exists a morphism .Z˛/T� !
S
wW�0�w�0�˛ Bw

y which defines
a bijection on C-points. It is an isomorphism if the right-hand side is irreducible.

Proof. For � 2 .Z˛/T� we consider Py�1 � � (for a representative Py of y in the normal-
izer of T ), following the proof of [12, Theorem 5.2 before Lemma 5.3]. Now we repeat the
argument in the proof of Corollary 4.2.

3) The statement is probably true for any ˛ but at this point we do not know a proof.
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4.4. Singular dominant. Let � be singular dominant and J WD ¹j 2 I W h˛_j ; �i D 0º.

Lemma 4.5. If there is w 2 W J such that � � w� D ˛, then . VZ˛/T� ' JBw
e . Other-

wise, . VZ˛/T� is empty.

Proof. We repeat the argument of the proof of Lemma 4.1, and note that the attractor
of b� under the action of �.C�/ is nothing but the orbit of the radical JU � b�. The pro-
jection �J takes this orbit isomorphically onto JBe. The fixed point set BT� is nothing but
the preimage ��1J .W J / of the fixed point set JBT� D W J . For w 2 W J , we denote by Rw

the repellent of the connected component ��1J .w/ under the action of �.C�/. Then �J takes
Rw \ .JU � b�/ isomorphically onto its image JBw

e .

The same argument as in the proof of Corollary 4.2 establishes:

Corollary 4.6. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2W J W��w��˛

JBw
e

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of JB) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety

S
w2W J W��w��˛

JBw
e of JB is irreduc-

ible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above morphism is an
isomorphism.

4.5. Singular. Now let � be singular of the form y�0, where �0 is (singular) dominant.
The coweight �0 defines a subset J � I as in Section 4.4, and the class of y in W J is well
defined. The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.4 establishes:

Proposition 4.7. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2W J W�0�w�0�˛

JBw
y

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of JB) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety

S
w2W J W�0�w�0�˛

JBw
y of JB is irre-

ducible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above morphism is an
isomorphism.

4.6. Rational case. Now suppose that our 1-parametric subgroup in T projects onto
C� not bijectively, but with degree n. We choose a coordinate on this subtorus, and view its
projection into T as a cocharacter � 2 ƒ. We define � WD �=n 2 ƒ˝Q, and continue to call
our 1-parametric subtorus T�. We choose a primitive n

p
1, and set � WD �. n

p
1/. The centralizer

G� � G of � 2 T � G is connected reductive sinceG is simply-connected (a Borel-Siebenthal
subgroup); T is a maximal torus of G� , and the corresponding Weyl group �W coincides with
the subgroup �W of W formed by all w 2 W such that � � w� 2 ƒ.

Remark. In general such a subgroup needs not be a Coxeter group, but for simply
connected G it is. The set of its Coxeter generators I� is numbered by the indecomposable
elements of R_C

�
WD ¹˛_ 2 R_C W h˛_; �i 2 Zº.
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The flag variety �B of G� embeds into B, and we keep the notation of Section 4.1 for
�B like �Bw

y , etc.

4.7. Rational regular dominant. Assume that � is regular dominant (in the sense that
h˛_; �i 62 �N for any ˛_ 2 R_C).

Lemma 4.8. If there is w 2 �W such that � � w� D ˛, then . VZ˛/T� ' �B
w
e . Other-

wise, . VZ˛/T� is empty.

Proof. For z 2 Be D U � b� we consider a map C� ! B, c 7! �.c�1/ � z. This map
factors through the n-fold covering C� ! C�, c 7! cn if and only if z 2 .U\G� /�b� D �Be.
If it does, we denote the resulting map from the base of the n-fold covering by

C� ! B; c 7! �.c�1/ � z:

Now we continue the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.

The same argument as in the proof of Corollary 4.2 establishes:

Corollary 4.9. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2 �W W��w��˛

�B
w
e

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of �B) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety

S
w2 �W W��w��˛ �

Bw
e of �B is irreduc-

ible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above morphism is an
isomorphism.

4.8. Rational regular. Now let � be rational regular of the form y�0, where �0 is regular
dominant in the sense of Section 4.7, and y 2 �W . The standard by now argument establishes:

Proposition 4.10. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2 �W W�0�w�0�˛

�B
w
y

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of �B) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety

S
w2 �W W�0�w�0�˛ �

Bw
y of �B is irreduc-

ible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above morphism is an
isomorphism. In particular, ZT� is isomorphic to �By .

4.9. Rational singular dominant. Assume that � is rational singular dominant, and let
J� WD ¹j 2 I� W h˛

_

j ; �i D 0º. The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 and Corol-
lary 4.6 establishes:

Corollary 4.11. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2 �W
J� W��w��˛

J�
�
Bw
e
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(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of J�
�

B) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety[

w2 �W
J� W��w��˛

J�
�
Bw
e

of J�
�

B is irreducible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above
morphism is an isomorphism.

4.10. Rational. Finally, let � be rational singular of the form y�0 where �0 is (singular)
dominant. The coweight �0 defines a subset J� � I� as in Section 4.9, and the class of y in
�W

J� is well defined. The standard by now argument establishes:

Proposition 4.12. There exists a morphism

.Z˛/T� !
[

w2 �W
J� W�0�w�0�˛

J�
�
Bw
y

(the latter is understood as a locally closed subvariety of J�
�

B) which is bijective on C-points.
Moreover, assume that ˛ is such that the subvariety[

w2 �W
J� W�0�w�0�˛

J�
�
Bw
y

of J�
�

B is irreducible (in particular, this is true when ˛ is sufficiently large). Then the above
morphism is an isomorphism.

4.11. Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture. We assume Theorem 3.1. Using the above results
and the results of Section 2 we get the following result. For any w; y 2 �W

J� , the multiplicity
of L.y.�/ � �/ in M.w.�/ � �/ equals the total costalk dimension dim i Šw IC.J�

�
Bw
y /. This

result is well known, and follows from [29, Theorem 1.24], [7, Corollary 5.35], and [5, Theo-
rem 3.11.4].

5. Construction of the action

In this section we define the action of the algebra U on the sheaf F (cf. the notation of
Theorem 3.1). The construction is an easy corollary of the derived Satake equivalence (cf. [8])
combined with some results from [17].

5.1. Derived Satake equivalence. As usually we set O D CŒŒt �� and K D C..t//. We
let GrG D G.K/=G.O/ denote the affine Grassmannian of G. This is an ind-projective
ind-scheme over C of ind-finite type which carries a natural action of G.K/ ÌC�. For
a pro-algebraic subgroup H of G.O/ ÌC� we denote by DH .GrG/ the ind-completion of
theH -equivariant derived category of constructible sheaves on GrG .4) Let PervH .GrG/ denote

4) More precisely, we choose one of the standard dg-enhancements of Db
H
.GrG/ (see e.g. Section 5.3 (b)

below), take its ind-completion, and then pass to its homotopy category. Note that DH .GrG/ is not equivalent to
the unbounded H -equivariant derived constructible category of GrG . It is often called the renormalized H -equiv-
ariant derived category.
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the corresponding category of perverse sheaves. It is well known that

PervG.O/.GrG/ D PervG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ ' Rep.G_/:

For a dominant weight � ofG_ we denote by IC� the corresponding object of PervG.O/.GrG/;
it is the IC-complex of the closure of a G.O/-orbit on GrG . This category naturally acts on
DH .GrG/ for any H (by convolutions on the right).

Let now A be a graded C-algebra. We denote by AŒ� the corresponding dg-algebra with
zero differential. We denote by AŒ�-mod the category of dg-modules over AŒ� and by D.AŒ�/
the corresponding derived category. Let also Dperf.A

Œ�/ denote the category of perfect com-
plexes. By definition this is the full subcategory ofD.AŒ�/ generated by AŒ� by means of shifts,
direct sums, cones and direct summands. If a reductive algebraic group H acts on A, then we
denote byDH .AŒ�/ (resp.DHperf.A

Œ�/) the corresponding derived category ofH -equivariant dg-
modules (resp. the derived category of perfect H -equivariant modules), i.e. modules endowed
with an action of H compatible with its action on A. This category is endowed with a natural
action of the tensor category Rep.H/.

Consider now the category DG
_

perf .U
Œ�

„
.g_//. This category has a natural monoidal struc-

ture. In order to construct it, let us just remark that the structure of a U„.g_/-module endowed
with a compatible (with respect to adjoint action) G_-action on a vector space M is the same
as the structure of a U„.g_/-bimodule endowed with an action of G_ such that the action
of the diagonal copy of „g_ is equal to the derivative of the G_-action multiplied by „ (we
shall call such gadgets asymptotic Harish-Chandra bimodules over g_). Given two asymptotic
Harish-Chandra bimodules M and N , their tensor product M ˝U„.g_/ N is again an asymp-
totic Harish-Chandra bimodule. Hence the category of asymptotic Harish-Chandra bimodules
has a natural monoidal structure. It is easy to upgrade this construction to dg-modules; in this
way we obtain a monoidal structure on DG

_

perf .U
Œ�

„
.g_// (cf. [8] for more details). The same

applies to the bigger category DG
_

.U
Œ�

„
.g_//.

The following result is proved in [8]:

Theorem 5.1. The following statements hold:

(1) Let Db
G.O/ÌC�.GrG/ denote the bounded derived category of G.O/ ÌC�-equivariant

sheaves on GrG with constructible cohomology. Then there exists an equivalence of
monoidal triangulated categories

‰G WD
b
G.O/ÌC�.GrG/ ��! DG

_

perf .U
Œ�

„
.g_//:

Here G_ acts on U„.g_/ by means of the adjoint action.

(2) The functor ‰G sends the action of PervG.O/.GrG/ on the left-hand side to the natural
Rep.G_/-action on the right-hand side. In particular, we have

‰G.IC�/ D U
Œ�

„
.g_/˝ L.�/;

where L.�/ stands for the irreducible representation of g_ with highest � and the action
of G_ on U Œ�

„
.g_/˝ L.�/ is the tensor product of the adjoint action of G_ on U Œ�

„
.g_/

and its action on V.�/.

(3) Let DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ denote the ind-completion of the category DbG.O/ÌC�.GrG/. The
functor ‰G extends to an equivalence between DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ and DG_.U Œ�

„
.g_//.
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Remark 5.2. The category DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ is the renormalized derived category in
the terminology of the paper [2]; note that it is not the same as the actual derived category of
G.O/ ÌC�-equivariant sheaves on GrG (the latter is studied in [2] as well (without the loop
rotation) cf. [2, Theorem 12.5.3] for its description in Langlands dual terms.

5.2. De-equivariantization. Let C be a co-complete additive category with an action
of the tensor category Rep.G_/ (here G_ can be any algebraic group). For X 2 C and
V 2 Rep.G_/ we shall denote the action of V on X by V ? X . Then we can construct another
category CG_ endowed with an action of G_ (cf. [4]), called the de-equivariantization of C .
We also refer the reader to [22, Examples 12 and 21] for the definition of the relevant notions;
note that in [22] the categories in question are assumed to be abelian but the definitions are the
same for arbitrary additive categories and in any case we shall soon switch to dg-categories for
which the relevant theory is developed in [23].

By definition, an object of CG_ is an object X of C endowed with an action of RG_ ,
where RG_ denotes the regular representation of G_ considered as a ring-object in Rep.G_/.
More explicitly, an object of CG_ is an object X of C together with a system of morphisms
V ? X ! V ˝X for any V 2 Rep.G_/ (here V ˝X just stands for the tensor product of the
vector space V underlying a G-module V and an object X ), satisfying some natural compati-
bilities with respect to direct sums and tensor products.5)

The category CG_ is endowed with an action of the group G and it makes sense to
consider the category CG

_

of G_-equivariant objects.
By definition, we have a natural forgetful functor IG_ WCG_ ! C (we denote this func-

tor by I since in certain more general situation it is related to the functor of induction from
a subgroup). This functor admits a left adjoint FG_ which sends an object X to RG_ ? X . In
the case when C D Rep.G_/, we have CG_ D Vect and this functor is the natural forgetful
functor from Rep.G_/ to Vect.

The following result is proved in [4] in the abelian case and in [23] in the dg-case,
cf. [23, Theorem 2.2.2]:

Theorem 5.3. The following statements hold:

(1) For abelian categories the procedures of equivariantization and de-equivariantization
are mutually inverse.

(2) The same is true for dg-categories (i.e. these procedures define a pair of mutually inverse
equivalences between the .1; 1/-category of dg-categories with weakG_-action and the
.1; 1/-category of dg-categories with Rep.G_/-action).

Some remarks are in order. First, let us say that in the terminology of [23] the notion
of category with (weak) G_-action is the same as the notion of sheaf of categories over
the classifying stack pt=G_. The corresponding category of equivariant objects is the cate-
gory of global sections of this sheaf on pt=G_. Thus assertion (2) above is indeed equivalent
to [23, Theorem 2.2.2].

The second remark is this: given a dg-category C one can consider its homotopy category
Ho.C/. Now assume that C is endowed with a Rep.G_/-action. Then typically Ho.CG_/ is

5) It is not difficult to see that these compatibilities imply that above morphisms are necessarily isomor-
phisms, but we shall not use this.
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not the same as Ho.C/G_ , and certainly the “correct” object to work with is the former rather
than the latter. Thus from now on we shall switch to working with dg-categories. So if we want
to de-equivariantize a triangulated category D , we must do it on dg-level. In other words, we
first must choose a dg-model (or dg-lift) of D (i.e. a pre-triangulated dg-category Ddg such
that Ho.Ddg/ ' D) also endowed with Rep.G_/-action and then consider Ho.Ddg

G_/. This
category might depend on the choice of the dg-lift. However, abusing slightly the notation,
when the choice of the dg-lift is clear we shall denote the resulting category just by DG_ .

5.3. Examples. (a) Let A be a dg-algebra over C with a G_-action. Let D be the
derived category of G_-equivariant dg-modules over A. Its natural dg lift Ddg is the full sub-
category of the category of G_-equivariant dg-modules over A generated by modules of the
form A˝ V where V is a finite-dimensional representation of G_ by means of shifts, direct
summands, cones and (infinite) direct sums. The de-equivariantized category DG_ is then just
the derived category of dg-modules over A.

(b) Let now D be the derived Satake category DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/. Then its natural dg-lift
can be constructed in three steps:

(1) We consider the dg-category .Ddg/0 whose objects are perverse G.O/-equivariant
sheaves on GrG and HomD 0.F ;G / D

L
i Exti

G.O/
.F ;G / (the right-hand side is viewed

as a complex with trivial differential).

(2) We consider the Bondal–Kapranov pre-triangularization .Ddg/0pretr, see for example
[6, Section 1.5.4]) (i.e. we formally add direct summands, shifts and cones).

(3) We let D be the ind-completion of .Ddg/0pretr (since we want to work with co-complete
categories).

It follows from the very construction of [8] that the equivalence of Theorem 5.1 (3) extends to
an equivalence of the corresponding dg-lifts. Hence we have

.DG.O/ÌC�.GrG//G_ ' D.U
Œ�

„
.g_//:

The main result of this section is a construction of a functorˆZ as in the theorem below:

Theorem 5.4. There exists a natural triangulated functor

ˆZ WDG.O/ÌC�.GrG/G_ ! DT .Z/

such that

(1) The object FG_.IC0/ goes over to F D
L
˛ IC.Z˛/.

(2) Given an object G 2 DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/G_ , the following diagram commutes:

Z„.g
_/ ' H�

G.O/ÌC�.pt/

��

// Ext�
DG.O/ÌC� .GrG/G_

.G ;G /

ˆZ
��

S.t/ ' H�T .pt/ // Ext�T .ˆZ.G /; ˆZ.G //.

The proof of Theorem 5.4 occupies Sections 5.4–5.6.
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It follows from Theorem 5.1 that Ext�.FG_.IC0/;FG_.IC0// (computed in the category
DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/G_) is equal to U„.g_/. Hence the first assertion of Theorem 5.4 gives rise
to a homomorphism U„.g

_/! Ext�T .F ;F /. The second assertion guarantees it extends to
a homomorphism U! Ext�T .F ;F / which is claimed in Theorem 3.1.

5.4. More abstract nonsense. In order to construct the functor ˆZ we need one more
abstract categorical construction. Assume that in the setup of the previous subsection C is
actually a monoidal category. Assume in addition that we have a monoidal functor

S WRep.G_/! C

so that the action of V 2 Rep.G_/ on C is the right multiplication by S.V /. Hence we have
a system of functorial isomorphisms X ? S.V / ' V ˝X for X 2 CG_ , V 2 Rep.G_/.

Let us now assume that we are given another additive category D endowed with an
action of the monoidal category C . Then any M 2 Ob.D/ defines a functor ActM WC ! D

which sends any X 2 Ob.C/ to X ?M .

Lemma 5.5. Assume that for an objectM 2 Ob.D/ we are given a system of functorial
isomorphisms

(5.6) S.V / ? M ' V ˝M for V 2 Rep.G_/

satisfying obvious compatibility conditions with respect to tensor products. Then the functor
ActM can be upgraded to a functor6)

ActM;G_ WCG_ ! D :

Proof. The idea is as follows. Let X 2 Ob.CG_/. The object IG_.X/ ? M of D has
a natural structure of a module over the ring RG_ . Indeed, to construct this module structure it
is enough for any V 2 Rep.G_/ to construct an isomorphism

V ˝ .IG_.X/ ? M/ ' V ˝ .IG_.X/ ? M/:

The latter is constructed as the composition

V ˝ .IG_.X/ ? M/ D IG_.X/ ? .V ˝M/ ' IG_.X/ ? .S.V / ? M/

' .IG_.X/ ? S.V // ? M ' .V ˝ IG_.X// ? M

D V ˝ .IG_.X/ ? M/:

We would like to define ActM;G_.X/ as the fiber of IG_.X/ ? M at 1 2 G_ (i.e. take tensor
product with C overRG_ where the latter acts on the former via the evaluation map at 1 2 G_).
Here we again have to work on dg-level. Namely, we assume that:

(1) The categories C and D are triangulated categories which are homotopy categories of
some co-complete pre-triangulated dg-categories Cdg;Ddg.

(2) All of the above functors (monoidal structure on C , action of C on D , the functor
Rep.G_/!C and the corresponding morphisms between them) are lifted to the dg-level.

Then the above construction makes sense and we indeed get a functor ActM;G_ WCG_ ! D .
The above choice of a dg-model will be automatic in applications (since all the categories
involved will be some kind of derived categories of sheaves).

6) Here we use the action of Rep.G_/ on C by means of right multiplication.
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5.5. The stack c;1BunB . Let C again be a smooth projective curve and let c 2 C .
Recall the stack c;1BunB introduced in [17, Section 4.1.1]. It classifies the same data as in Sec-
tion 3.2 except that now the maps ��

_

are allowed to have arbitrary poles at c. It contains BunB
as a closed sub-stack. More generally, for any ˛ 2 ƒ the ind-stack c;1BunB contains a locally
closed sub-stack c;˛BunB such that the closure

c;�˛BunB WD c;˛BunB D
G
ˇ�˛

c;ˇBunB :

By definition, c;˛BunB consists of all triples .PG ;PT ; �/ such that for any dominant weight �_

the map P �_

T .h˛; �_i � x/! P
V.�_/
G has neither zeros nor poles at c.

We have the Hecke correspondences

c;1BunB
0h G
 � c;1HeckeB;G;c

0h!G
�! c;1BunB ;

see [17, Section 4.1.4]. Let us also take C D P1, c D 0. Then the above correspondences
give rise to the convolution action of the equivariant derived category DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ on
the equivariant derived category of DC�.c;1BunB/. Let now c;1Bun0B denote the ind-stack
classifying the same data as before together with a trivialization of PG at1 2 P1 such that:

(1) The generalized B-structure � does not have a defect at1;

(2) The value of the B-structure � at1 2 P1 is equal to B� (this makes sense because the
fiber of PG at1 is trivialized).

This stack is endowed with a natural action of the torus T D T �C�, where the second fac-
tor just acts on P1 (preserving the points 0 and 1) and the 1st factor acts by changing the
trivialization of PG at1 (note that the action of T on B preserves the point B�).

Similarly we can define stacks c;�˛Bun0B . In particular,

c;�0Bun0B DW Bun0B :

Then in the same way we get an action of DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ on DT .c;1Bun0B/.
In addition the ind-stacks c;1BunB and c;1Bun0B admit a natural action of the lattice ƒ

(by modifying the T -bundle PT at c). Hence the corresponding derived categories of sheaves
also admit an action of ƒ which is the same as the action of the tensor category Rep.T _/. We
would like now to use the formalism of the previous subsection. Namely, we set

C D DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/; D D DT .c;1Bun0B/T_ ; M D FT_.IC.Bun0B//:

We note that the de-equivariantized derived category DT .c;1Bun0B/T_ is just the category
of ƒ-equivariant objects in the usual derived category DT .c;1Bun0B/, and in this realization
we have

M D
M
˛2ƒ

IC.c;�˛Bun0B/:

The isomorphisms (5.6) are essentially given by [17, Theorem 4.1.5].7) Thus we get a functor
ActM;G_ WDG.O/ÌC�.GrG/G_ ! DT .c;1Bun0B/T_ .

7) Formally in [17] the C�-equivariant situation was never considered, but since all the sheaves involved in
(5.6) are perverse, the results of [17, Theorem 4.1.5] extend automatically to the equivariant situation.
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5.6. End of the construction. To finish the construction ofˆZ , it remains to notice that
the ind-schemeZ is an open sub-ind-scheme of the ind-stack c;1Bun0B (given by the condition
that theG-bundle PG is trivial). So we define the functorˆZ to be the composition of ActM;G_
with the (open) restriction to Z, followed by the forgetful functor DT .Z/T_ ! DT .Z/. The
fact that it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.4 is straightforward.

5.7. Factorization. Recall the factorization morphism �� WZ
� ! A� . It is defined as

the pullback of the Schubert divisor (the union of B-invariant divisors) in the flag variety B.
Recall the factorization property of � : a canonical isomorphism for a decomposition � D ˛ C �

.Z˛ �Z�/j.A˛�A�/disj Š Z
�
�A� .A

˛
�A�/disj:

We may further restrict this isomorphism to the open subset

VZ˛ �Z�j.G˛m�A�/disj � .Z
˛
�Z�/j.A˛�A�/disj :

Given F1;F2 2 DT .Z/ and e 2 Ext�
DT .Z/

.F1;F2/, we can restrict e to Z� , pull it back to
Z� �A� .A

˛ �A�/disj, and then restrict to the open subset

VZ˛ �Z�j.G˛m�A�/disj � Z
�
�A� .A

˛
�A�/disj

to obtain e˛;�. In particular, by definition, e0;� D ejZ� .

Lemma 5.7. The following statements hold:

(a) Given
P 2 DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/G_ ;

ˆZ.P / is factorizable in the sense that ˆZ.P / restricted to VZ˛ �Z�j.G˛m�A�/disj is
canonically isomorphic to .IC. VZ˛/�ˆZ.P /jZ�/j.G˛m�A�/disj .

(b) Given
e 2 Ext�DG.O/ÌC� .GrG/G_

.P1;P2/;

ˆZ.e/ is factorizable in the sense that ˆZ.e/˛;� is equal to Id
IC. VZ˛/

�ˆZ.e/0;�.

Proof. First of all, it is clear that (b) follows from (a) (provided that the natural iso-
morphism in the formulation of (a) is functorial with respect to P ). On the other hand (a) is
essentially the statement of [3, Proposition 5.1.5] (in [3] it is assumed that P is perverse but
this does not affect the proof).

6. Standard and co-standard modules

In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 3.1. Part (2) of the theorem is obvious
from the construction of the homomorphism �; part (1) will follow from the computation of the
action of U on the stalk of F at 0. Part (3) immediately follows from parts (4), (5) and (6). So,
the main work will be to prove parts (4), (5) and (6). In fact, the set Wx was already computed
in Section 4, so we just need to identify standard and co-standard modules with Verma modules
and their duals.
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6.1. The costalk at 0. We begin by the following. Let sW pt! Z be the embedding
of the point 0 (the unique T -fixed point). Then sŠF can naturally be viewed as an object of
DT .pt/ and the S.t�/-module H�T .s

ŠF / acquires a natural structure of a graded U-module.
We want to give its algebraic description. Before we do this, let us first recall the computa-
tion of its graded character [15, Theorem 1.12]. Namely, ch.sŠF / D

P
˛2ƒC

K˛.q/, where
deg q D 2, and K˛.q/ D

P
˛1C���C˛iD˛

qi (the sum is taken over the set of unordered parti-
tions of ˛ into a sum of positive roots of g_).

6.2. The module M. Now, let us define algebraically a graded module M over U

(which will eventually turn out to be isomorphic to H�T .s
ŠF /). Namely, let us first set

M0 D U„.g
_/=n_C:

It has a natural structure of a left U„.g_/-module. In addition it has the following structures:

(1) Right action of S.t�/ ' S„.t�/,

(2) Action of the group T _ (i.e. grading by ƒ).

These structures are compatible in the following way: given a 2 t� the action of a on M0

coming from deriving the action of the group T _ multiplied by „ is equal to the difference of
the left action of a 2 U„.g_/ and the right action of a 2 S„.t�/.

In what follows we will slightly change the right action of S.t�/. Namely, we consider
the following S.t�/ � S.t�/-bimodule S.t�/.��/: as a left S.t�/-module it coincides with the
free rank one module S.t�/, but the right action of a 2 t� is multiplication by a � „ha; �i.
Finally, M WDM0 ˝S.t�/ S.t

�/.��/.

Theorem 6.1. The cohomology group H�T .s
ŠF / is isomorphic to M as a graded

U-module.

Let us remark that Theorem 6.1 implies part (1) of Theorem 3.1, since the action of the
algebra U on M is faithful.

Proof. Consider the S.t�/-submodule H of H�T .s
ŠF / spanned by 1 2 IC.Z0/ (nota-

tion H stands for the highest weight component). So H is a right S.t�/-module, and it car-
ries a commuting left S.t�/-action from the embedding S.t�/ � U. First we identify the
S.t�/ � S.t�/-bimodule H with S.t�/.��/.

The right action of S.t�/ is nothing but the action of H�T.O/ÌC�.pt/ arising from the
T .O/ ÌC�-equivariance of IC.c;�0BunB/. On the highest weight component this right action
arises from the T �C�-equivariance of the skyscraper sheaf IC.Z0/. The left action of S.t�/
is the action of H�T.O/ÌC�.pt/ arising from the T .O/ ÌC� � G.O/ ÌC�-equivariance of
the skyscraper sheaf IC0 2 DG.O/ÌC�.GrG/ and the canonical isomorphism

IC0 ? IC.c;�0BunB/ Š IC.c;�0BunB/:

Also, we observe that the left action of Z„.g
_/ D S.t�/W � S.t�/ is nothing but the action

of H�G.O/ÌC�.pt/ arising from the G.O/ ÌC�-equivariance of IC0. We conclude that the left
action of Z„.g

_/ D S.t�/W coincides with the restriction of the right action of S.t�/ to the
W -invariants. Since the left action of Z„.g

_/ is the action of the Harish-Chandra center of
U
Œ�

„
.g_/, it follows that the right action of S.t�/ is shifted by ��.
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From the universality of the Verma module M we have a morphism „WM! H�T .s
ŠF /

of graded U-modules taking 1 2M to 1 2 IC.Z0/. The source is a free S.t�/-module, and
„ is generically injective, since the Verma module with generic highest weight is irreducible.
Hence „ is injective. The comparison of graded characters (see Section 6.1) implies that „ is
an isomorphism.

Recall the setup of Section 2.4. Consider x D .�; t/ 2 t such that � 2 t; t ¤ 0. We con-
sider the hyperbolic restriction Fx D ˆx.F /, and its costalk sŠFx . Then H�T .s

ŠFx/ acquires
a natural structure of a graded U-module, as well as its fiber

�
H�T .s

ŠFx/
�
x

at x 2 t.

Corollary 6.2. The U.g_/-module .H�T .s
ŠFx//x is isomorphic to the Verma module

M.t�1� � �/.

Proof. By Theorem 6.1 the U.g_/-module .H�T .s
ŠF //x is isomorphic to the Verma

module M.t�1� � �/. The natural morphism

H�T .s
ŠF /! H�T .s

ŠFx/

induces an isomorphism of fibers at x 2 t by Lemma 2.17.

6.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1(5,6). By Lemma 2.17 we have to study .H�Tx .�; s
Š
x;wF //x ,

where sx;w is the embedding into Z of a fixed point � in the stratum Z
Tx
w . The analysis of

the dual .H�Tx .�; s
�
x;wF //x is entirely similar and will be omitted. By Lemma 4.1 applied in

the case of integral regular dominant � (respectively Lemma 4.5 in the case of integral singular
dominant �, respectively Lemma 4.8 in the case of rational regular dominant �), � 2 VZ˛,
where ˛ D � � w�. More precisely, VZ˛ is embedded into Z by adding defect at 0 2 A1. Fix
ƒC 3 � � ˛. Then the image �� of � inZ� is �˛.� �0/, where �˛ 2 VZ˛, andƒC 3 � WD � �˛.

We will need the shifted universal Verma module M.�˛/ defined as follows. We consider
the following S.t�/ � S.t�/-bimodule S.t�/.�˛/: as a left S.t�/-module it coincides with the
free rank one module S.t�/, but the right action of a 2 t� is multiplication by a � „ha; ˛i. We
set M.�˛/ WDM˝S.t�/S.t

�/.�˛/. Furthermore, we set M.�˛/tx WDM.�˛/˝S.t�/S.t
�
x/:

a “partially universal” shifted Verma module.
Since the highest weight of the U-module H�Tx .�; s

Š
x;wF / is �� � ˛, from the “partial

universality” of M.�˛/tx we obtain a morphism „WM.�˛/tx ! H�Tx .�; s
Š
x;wF /.

Claim. The morphism „ is an isomorphism.

Proof. Indeed, both left-hand side and right-hand side are free S.t�x/-modules graded
by �ƒC, finitely generated in each degree. Hence it suffices to check that the fiber „0 of „ at
0 2 tx is an isomorphism. But this is a statement about non-equivariant cohomology.

Recall the factorization morphism �� WZ
� ! A� . It is defined as the pullback of the

Schubert divisor (the union of B-invariant divisors) in the flag variety B. In particular, we
have �˛.�˛/ D ˛ � 0. Now instead of B , we consider a general Borel subgroup B 0 transversal
to B�. It gives rise to a new factorization morphism � 0

�
WZ� ! A� (defined as the pullback of

the B 0-Schubert divisor). For a general B 0 the divisor � 0˛.�˛/ is disjoint from 0 2 A1, and we
fix such a B 0. Recall the factorization property of � 0: a canonical isomorphism

.Z˛ �Z�/j.A˛�A�/disj Š Z
�
�A� .A

˛
�A�/disj:
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It follows that sŠx;w IC.Z� / Š sŠ�˛ IC.Z˛/˝ sŠ IC.Z�/, where s�˛ denotes the embedding of
the point �˛ into Z˛. Now �˛ 2 VZ

˛ � Z˛ is a smooth point, so the first factor sŠ�˛ IC.Z˛/
is trivial: C in cohomological degree 2j˛j. The second factor sŠ IC.Z�/ was studied in Theo-
rem 6.1. So we obtain an isomorphismM.�˛ � �/ ��! H�.�; sŠx;wF / that coincides with„0
by Lemma 5.7. So the claim is proved.

Having established that „ is an isomorphism, we are ultimately interested in its fiber at
x D .�; n/ 2 tx . Recall that ˛ D � � w�, and this is the shift in the highest weight we have to
apply. Also, in the present case t D n, and t�1� D n�1� D �. We get

� � � � .� � w�/ D w� � �;

and Theorem 3.1 (5)–(6) is proved.

7. Affine case

7.1. More notation. In this section we would like to describe a conjectural extension
of the above results to affine Lie algebras. We again would like to follow the formalism of Sec-
tion 2. Let G;g be as above and let gaff denote the corresponding affine Kac–Moody Lie
algebra. By definition it is the canonical central extension of the algebra gŒt; t�1� ÌC where
C acts on gŒt; t�1� by derivative of the loop rotation. Let also g_aff denote the Langlands dual
affine Kac–Moody algebra (i.e. this the Kac–Moody algebra whose root system is dual to that
of gaff).

We let bT D T �C�. This torus naturally sits inside GŒt; t�1� ÌC�, where C� acts
by loop rotations on the affine objects. Furthermore, bI WD I t i0 (the affine simple root);bW D W ËX�.T / is the affine Weyl group. Surprisingly, the affine flag varieties stay hatless.
Instead, Bw (resp. Bw ) stands for a Schubert cell in the ind-finite type affine flag variety B

(resp. Kashiwara affine flag scheme B). We introduce two new notations: Bw
y is the inter-

section of Bw with the closure of By , and B
w

y is the intersection of By with the closure
of Bw . In particular, Bw

e D Bw . In other words,

Bw
y D

G
v�y

Bw
\Bv; B

w

y D

G
v�w

Bv
\By ;

cf. Section 4.1.

7.2. Affine zastava spaces. The affine zastava space is denoted Z˛aff. This is an affine
variety which contains the space of based maps from P1 to B as a dense open subset. As
before for every ˇ � ˛ we have a closed embedding Z˛aff ,! Z

ˇ
aff by adding defect at 0. More

generally, forK � I �bI we denote byZ˛aff;K the corresponding parabolic affine zastava space
(this is a partial compactification of the space of based maps from P1 to the corresponding thick
partial affine flag variety KB defined by K). Here ˛ 2 ƒGaff;K

C
. We will be mostly interested

in the case K D I where ƒGaff;I
C

D N, and Zaaff;I D Ua is the Uhlenbeck space.

7.3. Summary. Let us summarize what we can do in the affine case. Let

Zaff D lim
�!

Z˛aff and F D
M
˛

F ˛;
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where F ˛ denotes the IC-sheaf of Z˛aff. The ind-scheme Zaff is endowed with an action of the
torus Taff D C� � bT and the perverse sheaf Faff is naturally Taff-equivariant. Then we would
like to do the following:

(1) Define a homomorphism �affWU„.g
_
aff/! ExtTaff.F ;F / satisfying the affine version of

Theorem 3.1 (2).

(2) Compute the (ind)scheme .Zaff/
Taff;� for a subtorus Taff;� � Taff as in Section 4.

(3) Prove an analog of Theorem 3.1.

Unfortunately, the technique of Section 5 is not available in the affine case, since an affine
analog of the derived geometric Satake equivalence is not known at present. We believe that
instead it should be possible to define �aff by describing explicitly the images of the Chevalley
generators. So far, we have not done it carefully and we hope to address this issue in a future
publication.

Let us assume that �aff has been defined. Then, we need to perform part (2) of the above
problem – in the way which is analogous to Section 4. This is what the bulk of this sec-
tion is devoted to; we believe that after the analog of parts (3)–(6) of Theorem 3.1 will be
straightforward along the lines of Section 6.

Let us briefly explain our results about fixed points (part (2) of the above program) and
what it has to do with the affine version of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture. Recall that the
Lie algebra g_aff contains canonical one-dimensional center and its weights have level which
can be positive, negative, or critical (these notions are carefully defined below; as before
to simplify the discussion we shall only consider rational weights). Let us for the sake of
the current discussion assume that g is simply laced, which implies that g_aff is isomorphic
to gaff.

It is known after Kashiwara and Tanisaki [26, 27] that geometrically category O for gaff

on positive level is equivalent to certain category of D-modules on the Kashiwara flag scheme
B and on negative level – on the ind-scheme B. Thus geometrically multiplicities of Verma
modules in simple modules (i.e. coefficients of the expansion of classes of simple modules in
the basis of Verma modules in the K-group of category O) are given by dimensions of stalks of
IC-sheaves of Schubert varieties in B for representations of positive level and by dimensions of
stalks of IC-sheaves of Schubert varieties in B for negative level. For critical level it is believed
that similar results hold for “semi-infinite Schubert varieties” (whose IC stalks can be defined
using zastava spaces Z˛ – cf. [11]); we do not know a reference to such a result, although it
should be easy to deduce it from the results of Frenkel and Gaitsgory [21].

Recall that in the finite-dimensional case, we have reproved the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjec-
ture in a different formulation which differs from the standard one by Koszul duality: namely
we expressed the multiplicities of simple modules in Verma modules for the Lie algebra g_

using stalks of IC sheaves of Schubert varieties in the flag variety of g (or its endoscopic sub-
algebras). Similar thing is going to happen in the affine case: we show below that when � has
positive level, the variety of fixed points of Taff;� in Z˛aff has to do with Schubert varieties in
B and when � has negative level the above variety has to do with Schubert varieties in B.
Thus assuming parts (1) and (3) above we shall be able to show that multiplicities of simple
modules in Verma modules for representations g_aff of positive (resp. negative) level are given
by dimensions of IC-stalks of Schubert varieties in B (resp. in B). The relevant Koszul dual-
ity is obtained by combination of the works of Soergel [35] and Bezrukavnikov and Yun [9].
Similarly, assuming (1) and (3) our results on fixed points will imply that the correspond-
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ing multiplicities on critical level are given by stalks of IC-sheaves of semi-infinite Schubert
varieties (which are given by Lusztig’s periodic polynomials [28]).

Since part (1) above is only conjectural at the moment, in this paper we shall only perform
the fixed points analysis (part (2)) and we shall postpone the rest until further publication. The
fixed points analysis is interesting in itself, since it shows how transversal slices in various
flag varieties (thin, thick or semi-infinite) (i.e. intersections of Schubert varieties in such a flag
variety with the Schubert cells in the opposite flag variety) arise in a uniform way as fixed
points in the same affine zastava spaces with respect to different tori Taff;�.

7.4. W-algebras. Here is a variant of the above construction which potentially should
reprove the version of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture for W-algebras proved by Arakawa [1].

Let Ua be the Uhlenbeck space. Let T D T �C� �C� as before. It acts on Ua: T acts
by the change of framing, and C� �C� acts through its natural action on the base P2 preserv-
ing the line at infinity. We consider equivariant cohomology groups H�T .i

ŠF a/, H�T .i
�F a/,

where i is the inclusion of the unique T -fixed point of Ua, and F a D IC.Ua/. Let

A D H�C��C�.pt/ D CŒ"1; "2�:

In the paper [16] we constructed a representation of an integral form of the W -algebra WA.g/

on
L
aH
�
T .i

ŠF a/ and
L
aH
�
T .i
�F a/, under the assumption that G is simply-laced. More-

over, the former is universal Verma module, and the latter is its dual. (In [16] we considered
G D G �C� �C�-equivariant cohomology groups, but they are just W -invariant parts, and
the difference is not essential.) If these representations would come from ExtT .F ;F / with
F D

L
F a, we could apply the formalism of Section 2. Hence multiplicities of simple mod-

ules in Verma modules could be expressed by stalks of IC sheaves of Schubert varieties, and
hence Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials, as in the case of Zaff and g_aff. Thus this would reprove
the multiplicity formula given in [1], again in the Koszul dual form.

However, it is not clear whether our construction factors through ExtT .F ;F /: WA.g/

is understood as the intersection \
i

Viri;A ˝A HeisA.˛
?
i /

of tensor products of integral Virasoro and Heisenberg algebras (see [16, Theorem B.6.1]). Here
i runs over the index set of simple roots of g. Individual Virasoro and Heisenberg algebras
are not mapped to ExtT .F ;F /. In fact, they act only on H�T of the hyperbolic restriction
ˆLi ;G.F / (see [16, Section 4.4]). Hence we need an additional care to apply our technique to
this situation. We shall postpone it until a future publication.

7.5. Twisted case. The above program has one drawback: it only deals with represen-
tations of affine Lie algebras of the form g_aff – i.e. affine Lie algebras which are Langlands dual
to untwisted ones. In particular, it misses most untwisted affine Lie algebras which are asso-
ciated with non-simply laced simple finite-dimensional algebras. In Section 8 we explain how
to remedy this problem: namely, for any affine Lie algebra we explain how to twist the affine
zastava spaces Z˛aff so that this algebra conjecturally acts (in the derived sense) on the corre-
sponding direct sum of IC-sheaves (similarly to 1) above). We also explain how to compute the
corresponding fixed points varieties (Lemma 8.2).

Let us now pass to the description of fixed points in various cases.
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7.6. Positive level. Letƒaff D ƒ˚ Z. It is naturally isomorphic to the cocharacter lat-
tice of bT . Let now � 2 ƒaff. Consider the one-dimensional subtorus Taff;� � Taff D C� � bT
consisting of points of the form .c; �.c//, where c 2 C�. The projection of

Taff;� � C� � bT D C� � T �C�

to C� �C� is a cocharacter given by a pair of integers .a; b/. If ab < 0, we say that the level
is positive. The same argument as in Section 4 establishes:

Proposition 7.1. Let � be a positive level rational coweight of the form y�0 where �0 is
dominant (possibly singular). Let J� �bI � be the corresponding subset, so that the class of y
in � bW J� is well defined. Then

.Z˛aff/
Taff;� '

[
w2 �bW J� W�0�w�0�˛

J�
�
Bw
y :

7.7. Positive level parabolic zastava. Under the assumptions of Proposition 7.1, given
a subset K � I �bI , the image of the composed projection �B ,! B� KB is a partial flag
variety K�

�
B for certain subset K� �bI � . We denote by Ny the class of y in

K�
�
bW J� D �

bWK�n�
bW =� bW J� :

Combining all the above arguments, we arrive at:

Proposition 7.2. One has

.Z˛aff;K/
Taff;� '

[
w2

K�

�
bW J� W�0�w�0�˛

K�
�
Bw
Ny :

7.8. Negative level. The projection of Taff;� � C� � bT D C� � T �C� to C� �C�

is a cocharacter given by a pair of integers .a; b/. If ab > 0, we say that the level is negative.

Proposition 7.3. Let � be a negative level rational coweight of the form y�0, where �0

is antidominant (possibly singular). Let J� �bI � be the corresponding subset, so that the class
of y in � bW J� is well defined. Then

.Z˛aff/
Taff;� '

[
w2 �bW J� Ww�0��0�˛

J�
�
By
w :

Proof. Invert the coordinate z on the source P1.

7.9. Negative level parabolic zastava. Under the assumptions of Proposition 7.3 and
given a subsetK � I �bI , the image of the composed projection �B ,! B� KB is a partial
flag variety K�

�
B for certain subset K� �bI � . We denote by Ny the class of y in

K�
�
bW J� D �

bWK�n�
bW =� bW J� :

Similarly to Proposition 7.2 and Proposition 7.3, we obtain the following.
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Proposition 7.4. One has

.Z˛aff;K/
Taff;� '

[
w2

K�

�
bW J� Ww�0��0�˛

K�
�

B Nyw :

7.10. Critical level. We say that the level is critical if the projection of

Taff;� � C� � bT D C� � T �C�

to C� �C� lies entirely in the first factor C�. In other words, Taff;� � C� � T as in Sec-
tion 4. To warm up, we start with a description of the fixed points in the Uhlenbeck space
(parabolic affine zastava) Ua (see e.g. [14]). There is an involution � acting on Ua that pre-
serves the action of T but interchanges the two actions of C�. So applying � we may consider
the fixed points with respect to T 0

�
whose projection to C� �C� lies entirely in the second

factor C�. If we view VUa D BunaG.A
1 �A1/ as the moduli space of based maps from P1

to the thick Grassmannian (Kashiwara scheme) GrG , then . VUa/T
0
� is nothing but the moduli

space of degree a based maps from P1 to

Gr
T 0
�

G D Gr
T 0
�

G

(the fixed points in the usual affine Grassmannian). As in Section 4, � defines � 2 T � G, and
G� , and I� , and a dominant �W -conjugate �0. Since � may be singular, it lies on a wall of
type J� � I� . Let ZG� ;J� be the corresponding parabolic zastava space.

Lemma 7.5. One has

. VUa/T
0
� D

G
˛W .˛;�0/Da

VZ˛G� ;J� :

Proof. The T 0
�

-fixed point set component passing through the base point of GrG is iso-
morphic to the loop rotation fixed point set component passing through the point � 2 GrG� . The
latter is nothing but the parabolic flag variety J�

�
B. The degrees match because the restriction of

the determinant line bundle on GrG to the T 0
�

-fixed point set component J�
�
B passing through

� is isomorphic to O�.�0/, where �WX�.T /! X�.T / is the minimal even symmetric bilinear
form.

Corollary 7.6. One has

.Ua/Taff;�
�
' .Ua/T

0
� D

[
˛W .˛;�0/Da

Z˛G� ;J� :

7.11. Uhlenbeck fixed points at the critical level. We offer another explanation of the
isomorphism

.Ua/Taff;� '

[
˛W .˛;�0/Da

Z˛G� ;J�

of Corollary 7.6 without using the involution � . To this end, we view VUa as the moduli space of
based maps from P1 to the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian GrG;BD (relative Grassmannian
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over the curve A1 � P1). Then arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we see that . VUa/Taff;�

is naturally isomorphic to the locally closed subvariety of GrG;BD formed by all the collec-
tions .z 2 A.a/; x 2 GrG;z/ such that x flows to the base point of GrG;z under the action of
�.C�/ � T (for simplicity we assume � integral here; with obvious modifications for rational
� like replacing G with G� ). For yet another (notational) simplification let us assume � D �0

dominant. Then the above condition says x 2 S0J (parabolic semi-infinite orbit; more pre-
cisely, if z D .z1; : : : ; zd /, then S0J stands for the product of the parabolic semi-infinite orbits
S0J;zi

� GrG;zi of the loop group JUC.K/). The degree condition deg D a implies x 2 T �˛J
(the product of the opposite parabolic semi-infinite orbits of JU�.K/ � LJ .O/) for .˛; �/ D a.
Now the identification of S0J \ T

�˛
J with VZ˛G� ;J� is nothing but the factorization of VZ˛G� ;J� .

7.12. Zastava fixed points at the critical level. We recall the setup of Section 7.10,
but now we consider the fixed points .Z˛aff/

Taff;� . We denote by �Be.J� ; y/ � �B the orbit of
the unipotent radical J�

�
U
y
C

of the parabolic

�P
y
J�
WD Py�PJ� Py

�1
� G�

passing through the point e 2 �B (here y 2 �W
J� ). As we have seen in Section 4, conjugation

by Py�1 and projection to J�
�
B establishes an isomorphism

�Be.J� ; y/
�
�!

J�
�
By :

We denote by J�
�
VBZ
˛;w
y the locally closed subset in the product �Be.J� ; y/ � VZ

˛
G� ;J�

formed
by the pairs .b; �/ such that the relative position of b and �.0/ is w 2 �W

J� . Also,

ı� 2 ƒ
G�;aff
C

� ƒ
Gaff
C

stands for the minimal imaginary root of G�;aff.

Lemma 7.7. One has

. VZ
ˇ
aff/

Taff;� '

G
w2 �W

J� ; ˛2ƒ
G�
C
W�0�w�0C.˛;�0/ı�Dˇ

J�
�
VBZ˛;wy :

Proof. We view VZ
ˇ
aff as the moduli space of based maps from P1 to the Beilinson–

Drinfeld–Kottwitz flag variety FlG;BDK (relative over the curve A1 � P1) which projects to the
Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian GrG;BD. Arguing as in Section 7.11, we obtain a projection
p2 from . VZ

ˇ
aff/

Taff;� to VZ˛G� ;J� . To obtain a projection

p1W . VZ
ˇ
aff/

Taff;� ! �Be.J� ; y/;

note that for � 2 . VZˇaff/
Taff;� , the value �.1/ lies in the preimage of S0 � GrG� under the natural

projection FlG ! GrG . This preimage is T -equivariantly isomorphic to B � S0, and we define
p1.�/ as the image of �.1/ under the projection to B. The argument as in Proposition 4.12
proves that the image of p1 lies in �Be.J� ; y/ � B. It remains to identify the image under the
pair .p1; p2/ of the connected component of . VZˇaff/

Taff;� containing a Taff;�-fixed point � such
that

�.0/ D bw D �˛ � w 2 ƒ ÌW D bW :
To this end, note first that the latter condition guarantees that deg.�/ 2 ƒC ˚N equals

.�0 � w�0I .˛; �0//. Second, recall that p2.�/ 2 VZ˛G� ;J� may be viewed as a trivial G� -bundle
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on P1 equipped with aPJ� -structure, equal toPw0J� at12P1. ThisPJ� -structure is generically
transversal to the (trivial) J�UC-structure, equal to J�UC at1 2 P1. These two structures de-
fine another trivialization of the G� -bundle away from the points of non-transversality z �A1,
i.e. a point of GrG� ;z . Conversely, the PJ� -structure extended from 1 2 P1 to P1 n z via
this trivialization, and then to the whole of P1 via the properness of J�

�
B is nothing but the

initial map P1 !
J�
�
B. It follows that the relative position of this PJ� -structure at 0 2 P1, and

the BC-structure (extended from1 2 P1 via the first (trivial) trivialization) is nothing but the
class w .mod �WJ� / for bw D �˛ � w.

8. Twisted Uhlenbeck spaces

8.1. Root systems and foldings. We recall the setup of [13, Section 2.1]. Let g_ be
a simple Lie algebra with the corresponding adjoint Lie group G_. Let T _ be a Cartan torus
of G_. We choose a Borel subgroup B_ � T _. It defines the set of simple roots ¹˛i ; i 2 I º.
Let G � T be the Langlands dual groups. We set di D

.˛i ;˛i /
2

.
We realize g_ as a folding of a simple simply laced Lie algebra g_0, i.e. as invariants of

an outer automorphism � of g_0 preserving a Cartan subalgebra t_0 � g_0 and acting on the
root system of .g_0; t_0/. In particular, � gives rise to the same named automorphism of the
Langlands dual Lie algebras g0 � t0. We choose a � -invariant Borel subalgebra t0 � b0 � g0

such that b D .b0/� . The corresponding set of simple roots is denoted by I 0. We denote by „
the finite cyclic group generated by � . LetG0 � T 0 denote the corresponding simply connected
Lie group and its Cartan torus. The coinvariants X�.T 0/� of � on the coroot lattice X�.T 0/ of
.g0; t0/ coincide with the root lattice of g_. We have an injective map aWX�.T 0/� ! X�.T

0/�

from coinvariants to invariants defined as follows: given a coinvariant ˛ with a representative
Q̨ 2 X�.T

0/ we set a.˛/ WD
P
�2„ �. Q̨ /.

8.2. Twisted Uhlenbeck. We set

d D ord.�/ D max¹diº:

We fix a primitive root of unity � of order d . We consider the affine plane A2 D A1 �A1 with
coordinates .z; t/ (“horizontal” and “vertical”). We consider the moduli space BunbG0.A

1�A1/
of G0-bundles on P1 � P1, with second Chern class b, equipped with trivialization at infinity
.P1 � P1/ n .A1 �A1/. It has the Uhlenbeck closure Ub

G0 � BunbG0.A
1 �A1/ [14]. The auto-

morphism � acts on BunbG0.A
1 �A1/. Multiplication by � along the first (“horizontal”) copy

of A1 also acts there.
The twisted Uhlenbeck Ua

& is defined as the closure in Uda
G0 of the fixed points of the

composition of the above automorphisms of BundaG0 .A
1 �A1/.

Alternatively, we set Kt D C..t�1// � Ot D CŒt �, and Kz D C..z�1// � Oz D CŒz�.
The group ind-schemeG0.Kz/ is equipped with an automorphism & defined as the composition
of two automorphisms:

(a) � on G0,

(b) z 7! �z.

Consider the twisted thick Grassmannian Grz;& WD G0.Kz/
&=G0.Oz/

& . Then Ua
& coincides

with the Uhlenbeck closure of the space of degree a based maps from P1t to Grz;& , cf. [14].
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Finally, there is the third equivalent definition of Ua
& . We consider the space of degree da

based twisted maps from P1z to Grt WD G0.Kt /=G
0.Oz/: the fixed point set of the composition

of two automorphisms:

(a) z 7! �z on the source P1z ,

(b) � on the target Grassmannian Grt .

Its Uhlenbeck closure (cf. [14] and [13, Section 2.4]) coincides with Ua
& .

8.3. Example. It is known that U1
G0 is isomorphic to A2 �N min

g0 : the product of the
plane with the closure of the minimal nilpotent orbit. The action of C� �C� is as follows:

.q1; q2/ � .z; t; n/ D .q1z; q2t; q1q2n/:

Hence the action of & is &.z; t; n/ D .�z; t; ��.n//. Say, let G0 D SL.2N /, g_ D sp.2N /,
� D �1 and d D 2. In this case the only fixed point of & D �� on N min

g0 is 0 (as opposed
to .N min

g0 /
� D N min

g_ ). This motivates somewhat the degree da in the definition of Ua
& .

8.4. Degree twisted vs. untwisted. We have a natural embedding �WGr& ,! GrG0 . It
induces ��WH2.Gr& ;Z/ ,! H2.GrG0 ;Z/, and ��WPic.GrG0/ ,! Pic.Gr& /. All the four groups
in question are Z with canonical generators. Now �� is an isomorphism, while �� is multiplica-
tion by d .

8.5. Twisted zastava. Similarly to Section 8.2 we define the twisted zastava Z˛aff;& as
the closure in Za.˛/aff;G0 of the fixed points of & in VZa.˛/aff;G0 . Here a.˛/ is defined in Section 8.1,
though we rather need its obvious affine version. As before we can organize them into one
ind-scheme Z& endowed with an action of the torus Taff.

8.6. Affine Lie algebra action. Let gaff;& denote the affine Lie algebra corresponding
to g0; � and �. In other words we do the following. First, we consider the Lie algebra g0Œz; z�1�

and as before we extend � to an automorphism & of this algebra by combining the action of �
on g0 and the action on z by multiplication by �. Then we consider the algebra of invariants
g0Œz; z�1�& ; the sought-for algebra gaff;& is obtained from it by adding the loop rotation and
then considering its central extension. This is an affine Lie algebra and we let g_aff;& be its
Langlands dual algebra.

Then analogously to point (1) of Section 7.3:

Conjecture 8.1. Let Faff;& D
L
˛ F ˛

aff;& , where F ˛
aff;& is the IC-sheaf of Z˛aff;& (viewed

as a perverse sheaf on Zaff;& ). Then we have a natural injective homomorphism

U„.g
_

aff;& /! ExtTaff.Faff;& ;Faff;& /:

8.7. Fixed points. Assuming the above conjecture, in order to compute geometrically
the multiplicities of simple modules in Verma modules for the algebra g_aff;& we now need to
analyze the fixed points with respect to various Taff;� in the twisted zastava spaces Z˛aff;& . The
fixed points (at positive, negative and critical levels) are described as in Section 7 in terms of the
twisted flag varieties B& ;B& (which are nothing but certain Kac–Moody flag varieties). The
relevant affine Weyl groups sometimes coincide with some other affine Weyl groups (“dual”) –
cf. [31], and here is a geometric explanation of this coincidence.
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Recall that � is a rational coweight in

.X�.T /˚ Z/˝Q D .X�.T
0/� ˚ Z/˝Q:

We write it in the form � D . N�; k/. We write B� (resp. B� ) for the fixed points of � on the
corresponding thin (resp. thick) affine flag varieties of G0 (the untwisted flag varieties of the
simply connected cover G_sc).

Lemma 8.2. Suppose the denominator of k is divisible by d (in particular, k ¤ 0, that
is, the level is not critical). Then the fixed point set .Z˛aff;& /

Taff;� is described as in Proposi-
tion 7.2, Proposition 7.4 but in terms of the untwisted flag varieties B� ;B� .

Proof. Recall from the proof of Lemma 4.1 that the map from the fixed point set to the
flag variety is defined as � 7! �.1/. The flag variety in question is BG0 (resp. BG0/. Unraveling
the definition of the denominator of k in Section 4.6 we see that if we write � as a function of
z, then it is actually a function of zd . In particular, �. d

p
1/ D �.1/. Hence this common value

lies in the � -fixed point set of BG0 (resp. of BG0), that is in B� (resp. in B� ).
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